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Grad/Master Student for Molecular Biology Internship  
Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research (NIBR)  
Research Cambridge  
Switzerland  
Basel  
Switzerland Novartis Pharma AG, Basel  
Full Time  

The Protein Production and Antibody (PPA) within the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research (NIBR) is seeking a motivated student for an internship starting in Q1 2014. The candidate will work independently on the Optimization of Large scale Plasmid DNA Production. The student would have to review the whole existing process and to test his proposal on his own. In-depth training on the actual applied methods will be provided, however, experience in molecular biology or microbiology is considered as a significant advantage.

The expected candidate should:  
- Finalize or have a Master degree (or equivalent) in Biochemistry, Biotechnology or life sciences.  
- Be able to learn new techniques and to apply them.  
- Deeply seeking through scientific literature.  
- Ability to work in a team, to interact with colleagues in a multicultural environment.  
- Most importantly, have motivation, willingness to work as part of a team and dedication to generating high quality data is a must.  
- English required.

Please apply online